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TechTalk Series: Store commerce migration

Tech Talk
Delivery 
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About this Tech Talk

Objectives of this Tech Talk

To provide guidance to customers and partners on

1. Migrating POS extensions

2. Store commerce and Commerce SDK migration patterns

3. Best practices

What it doesn’t cover

1. Installation and configuration

2. Migration strategy

3. Mass deployment



Agenda ❑ UX extensions

❑ CRT

❑ Globalization

❑ Commerce Application Insights

❑ Obsolete patterns

❑ Q & A.
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Type of POS extensions

❑ Extend

❑ Modify POS functionality by modifying existing pages or workflows

❑ Adding new controls to pages, grids, etc.

❑ Create

❑ Create new functionality by introducing new pages or workflows that 

don't exist out of the box
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POS API library

Extend
Override public APIs to do 

additional logic

PosApi/Extend

Create
Create new APIs using exposed 

POS interfaces, which can be 

accessed across extensions.

PosApi/Create

Consume
Consume public APIs in your 

extension

POSApi/Consume
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POS API and SDK changes

Removal of the 

Pos.UI.Sdk library

Extension loading 

changes

Removal of all 

references 

to Knockout.js in the 

POS contracts

CustomViewControll

erBase

Multiple extension 

installers

POS extension 

packaging
New POS Controls
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Can we keep using Pos.UI.Sdk library?

Pos.UI.Sdk library has been removed which was dependent on Knockout.js. 

POS UI SDK library has been replaced with Consume APIs(POSAPI/Consume) for POS controls.
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POS controls

Control Interfaces Description

Data list IDataList, IPaginatedDataList A responsive list control that is used throughout POS to show 

rows of information.

Date picker IDatePicker The date picker control that is used in POS.

Menu IMenu The menu control that is used in POS to show contextual 

information.

Number Pad IAlphanumericNumPad, ICurrencyNumPad, 

INumericNumPad, ITransactionNumPad

Number pads that are used throughout POS. Different types of 

number pads have different behaviors and input formatting:
•Alphanumeric numpad – This type of number pad accepts 

alphanumeric input.
•Currency numpad – This type of number pad accepts 

monetary values.
•Numeric numpad – This type of number pad accepts only 

numeric values.
•Transaction numpad – This type of number pad accepts item 

identifiers or quantities. It's typically used in transaction 

scenarios.

Time Picker ITimePicker The time picker control that is used in POS.

Toggle IToggle The toggle switch control that is used in POS.
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Is it mandatory to 
have Manifest.json in 
package?

• Each extension package must 

have a manifest.json file

• Must follow the manifest 

schema that is provided in 

the Microsoft.Dynamics.Com

merce.Sdk.Pos NuGet 

package
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Is it possible to make changes in POS API ?

Only existing PosApi 

operations supported

Extensions must 

consume only the 

exposed request and 

response from the 

POS.Api.d.ts. 

No modification is 

allowed to Pos.Api.d.ts

If there is an API 

missing that you need 

to enable your scenario, 

please file 

an extensibility request

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/fin-ops-core/dev-itpro/extensibility/extensibility-requests
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Extension loading 

changes

Earlier, POS relied on a 

single extensions.json file to load all the 

extension packages. 

In the independent packaging model, 

POS calls the headless Commerce 

engine to get the list of extension 

packages that should be loaded.
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Store Commerce extension installer package

.Net Core Console Application

Generates the exe file

Reference Microsoft.Dynamics.Commerce.Sdk.Installers.StoreCommerce

Add a reference to the Store Commerce extension .csproj projects, Commerce runtime 

(CRT), and database script project extensions
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Store commerce migration

Description

Migrate POS extensions to the independent packaging model.

Expected outcome

Introduction to high level steps of Migrating existing Point of Sale 
(POS) extensions

Discuss common patterns-

• Remove knockout from extension solution using POS controls 

• Remove PosUISdk library
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No need for CSU proxies

Independent packaging 

model, the TypeScript code 

for data service requests 

and entities is now 

automatically generated.

Generated when building 

POS extension project,
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Consume CSU Api in POS

Description

Consume custom headless Commerce APIs and entities in POS

Expected outcome

Use Proxy to consume custom headless Commerce APIs and entities in 
Point of Sale (POS)

DataServiceEntities.g.ts and DataServiceRequests.g.ts autogenerated
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Is it possible to use knockout in extensions?

Because of sealed extensibility model, all references to Knockout.js were 

removed from POS contracts.

The knockout.d.ts file has been removed from the SDK. Therefore, the 

global ko variable isn't available to extensions.
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How to use external libraries?

Use any Third-Party library including Knockout in extensions

Include all the external libraries and their dependent libraries in 

the package manifest and msbuild target to copy the 

dependencies.
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Add third party libraries to 

POS.Extension

Description

• Add Knockout and other third-party libraries to the project 
and consume it.

Expected outcome

• Able to import the Knockout and consume it in a trigger.
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What is 

Changed when 

I create a 

custom view?

Changed:

• ExtensionViewControllerBase class replaced 
with CustomViewControllerBase for custom 
views. 

• This new class provides the same functionality 
but in a more maintainable way by simplifying 
the extension development experience.

Removed:

• Extension views that are derived 
from ExtensionViewControllerBase are not 
supported and won't be loaded.
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iController

 CRT

 IController is a base class for 
asynchronous extension Retail server 
controller class, and it replaces 
CommerceControllerAsync class 
which was deprecated.

 Hardware Station

 Hardware station extension using 
IHardwareStationController has 
been deprecated to provide simplified 
extension model. 

 The new implementation will have 
only the IController class without any 
additional class implementation.
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Sealed services

 Extension should not have dependencies on internal service 

implementations(Runtime.Worklow, Runtime.Services or 

Runtime.DataServices)

 Internal service implementations are not available in the public feed.

 These classes are not backward compatible which could break 

extensions during an update.

 Extensions should only use request, response and entity 

classes(Runtime.*.Messages, Runtime.Framework, Runtime.Data and 

Runtime.Entities)
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Sync / Async

 The Commerce API framework now supports an asynchronous 

programming model for extensions and out-of-box Commerce 

handlers.

 You should use the asynchronous Commerce API framework for all 

new extension APIs and the out-of-box asynchronous Commerce API 

in extensions.
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Globalization
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Globalization Studio

•No-code/low-code globalization tools and services –

These flexible, easy-to-use tools and services make 

localization easier for Microsoft. They also make it easier 

for partners and customers to create, extend, automate, 

and maintain the product.

•Out-of-the-box multi-country localization content –

This Microsoft-provided content is continuously 

monitored and updated by Microsoft and can be 

extended by partners.

Together, these features let you operate the solution in over 200 countries and regions, 

and help you meet multiple requirements for tax compliance and local business practices.

Globalization Studio overview - Finance | Dynamics 365 | Microsoft Learn

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/finance/localizations/globalization-studio-overview?context=%2Fdynamics365%2Fcontext%2Fcommerce
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Globalization 

(Region)

CRT 

Extension

HWS 

Extension

CRT

Extension

HWS

Extension

Requires 

migration?

Austria X X L

Brazil X X L

Czech Republic X X

Poland X X L L

France X X Yes

Germany X X L L

India X X * *

Italy X X L L

Mexico N/A N/A

Norway X X L Yes

Russia L L L L

Saudi Arabia X X * *

Sweden X X * *

Retail SDK Commerce SDK

Key: X = Full customization required L = Low code / template * = Coming soon
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Commerce channel events (Telemetry) to

Application insights

Operational Insights is a Dynamics 365 feature designed to give customers better visibility into their 
service health and business functionality by sending telemetry directly to a customer-owned Azure 
Application Insights account.

By enabling Operational Insights for your environments in Commerce headquarters using the 
Feature Management, under System Administration - Setup - Operational insights you can 
configure the type of telemetry to capture, the Environments where you plan to use Application 
insights and Application insights registry information where specify the Application 
Insights Instrumentation Key value.

The Commerce channel events telemetry option collects and sends to Applications insights a curated 
list of events from both Commerce Scale Unit (CSU) and your point-of-sale (POS) devices

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/app/app-insights-overview?tabs=net
https://download.microsoft.com/download/9/2/b/92be35b0-0e24-4a4d-940d-6f4db29791c0/Operational-Insights-Commerce-POS-events-queries.pdf
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Azure Application insights account
To enable Commerce diagnostic events, you must have an Azure Application Insights account. 

The Instrumentation key of your Application insights account should be configured  in the Applications insights 

registry of the Operational Insights form in HQ. 

Then, run CDX Job 1110, restart CSU instance(s) and the environment will start sending out Commerce telemetry 

to Application insights.
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Log extensions events to Application insights

Logging extensions is useful for knowing important information of 
certain custom process ran.

Logging extension events is a developer experience. You will need to 
create a simple logger C# class to call the Application Insights 
libraries and then use this class in conjunction with the 
TraceTelemetry class to create the traces of your different 
extensions. 

High level steps to Log extension events to Application Insights

1. Setup an application Insights account in Azure and Operational 
insights in HQ.

2. Extend the CRT to log events to Application Insights by using the 
connection string key that you generated.

3. Consume the logger in the CRT extension

4.Log events to Application insights in the POS extension projects.

5. Consume the library and log events.

6. Validate the trace events

More information in Log extension events to Application Insights

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/commerce/dev-itpro/commerce-application-insights
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Obsolete patterns

Description

Technology is constantly evolving. While we make every effort to 
maintain backwards compatibility, platform components (e.g., .Net) and 
industry standards often push us to retire a specific extensibility pattern 

or framework. 

Expected outcome

Recognize when a pattern that you are using is deprecated/obsolete 
and plan for refactoring your impacted extensions.  Deprecation 
announcements give at least 12 months before a pattern is completely 
removed.  

For more information, pleas read Removed or deprecated features in 
Dynamics 365 Commerce - Commerce | Dynamics 365 | Microsoft 
Learn

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/commerce/get-started/removed-deprecated-features-commerce
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/commerce/get-started/removed-deprecated-features-commerce
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/commerce/get-started/removed-deprecated-features-commerce
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Obsolete and removed APIs, classes and methods

Dynamics 365 Commerce changes over time and each new version adds new APIs, classes, 

and methods that provide new functionality. In addition, existing APIs, classes, and 

methods also change over time. 

Some extensions that were developed by using one version of Commerce can run on the 

next version or some APIs become less important as the functionality that they support is 

replaced by new functionality, whereas other methods are superseded by newer methods 

that are superior in some way or use different underlying technologies to provide better 

performance and reliability.

However, backward compatibility makes it difficult to just remove APIs, classes, or 

methods. Instead, Dynamics 365 Commerce indicates that an API, class, or method should 

no longer be used by marking it as obsolete or deprecated. 

The terms obsolete and deprecated have the same meaning when they are applied to 

.NET types and members. In this way, developers are aware that the API, class, or 

method will go away, and they have time to prepare for its removal.
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Obsolete attributes, obsolete types and members

Obsolete attribute

Any API, class, or method that is becoming obsolete is marked as obsolete by applying 

the Obsolete attribute to it. This attribute indicates that the API, class, or method will be removed in a 

future version of Dynamic 365 Commerce.

Handling obsolete types and members

When you upgrade and recompile existing code, you might receive a compiler warning message if you use an 

obsolete API, class, or method in your extension. However, it's acceptable to use the obsolete API, class, or 

method until it's removed. Nevertheless, you should review the warning message to determine whether you 

should change your extension code. If the warning message doesn't point to a suitable alternative, you 

should follow one of these steps:

•If you can, change your code so that the API, class, or method is no longer used.

•Review the documentation for this area to determine how to respond to the deprecation.
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Obsolete and removed classes and methods for 

Hardware Station (HWS)

• GenericWarningEvent
• GenericInformationEvent
• GenericDebugEvent
• ExtendedCriticalEvent
• ExtendedErrorEvent
• ExtendedWarningEvent
• ExtendedInformationalEvent
• ExtendedVerboseEvent

Version where they were made obsolete: 10.0.14

Reason of change: Extensions must use Applications Insights to log custom events

Action recommended: Change your code so that the API, class, or method is no longer used, and then 

use your own Application Insights instance to log events.

Version where will be removed from source code: 10.0.33

More information in Log extension events to Application Insights

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/commerce/dev-itpro/commerce-application-insights
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Q & A

Description Link

Rapid-start guide https://aka.ms/SCA/RapidStartGuide

Migration https://aka.ms/Dynamics365CommerceDevDocs

TechTalk series https://aka.ms/SCA/TechTalks

Tech talk - #1 https://aka.ms/SCA/MigrationStrategy

Tech Talk - #2 https://aka.ms/SCA/MigrationPlanning

Tech Talk - #3 https://aka.ms/SCA/SDKPatterns

Assessment https://aka.ms/SCA/MigrationAssessment

Code Analysis https://aka.ms/SCA/SDKCodeAnalysis

Landing page https://aka.ms/SCA/Home

Office hours https://aka.ms/SCA/OfficeHours

Discussion https://aka.ms/SCA/Forum

SDK Home https://aka.ms/SCA/SDK

Implementation guide https://aka.ms/d365implementationguide

https://aka.ms/SCA/RapidStartGuide
https://aka.ms/Dynamics365CommerceDevDocs
https://aka.ms/SCA/TechTalks
https://aka.ms/SCA/MigrationStrategy
https://aka.ms/SCA/MigrationPlanning
https://aka.ms/SCA/SDKPatterns
https://aka.ms/SCA/MigrationAssessment
https://aka.ms/SCA/SDKCodeAnalysis
https://aka.ms/SCA/Home
https://aka.ms/SCA/OfficeHours
https://aka.ms/SCA/Forum
https://aka.ms/SCA/SDK
https://aka.ms/d365implementationguide
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